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Abstract—In order to select database managmeent tool (i.e., DBMS) for information system developed for Valjevo Business School, 

testing of two available options (i.e. MS SQL and MySQL) was performed. Instead of using available benchmark software, simple 

software to test features relevant to the system was developed. The tool was developed using the same technology as the school’s 

information system and was designed to test only relevant features. The aim was not to provide general evaluation of the tested DBMS 

but to evaluate specific features and to determine option more relevant for the specific situation and environment. This paper describes 

applied methodology and displays realized results. In the first part of the paper the technical and organizational foundation is 

described. Then there is a description of possible solutions to the problem with the justification of the applied methodology. The first 

step in realization of the research was to determine testing domain and investigation framework. The features and requirements of the 

technical environment are shown. The conceptual design and features as well as user interface and available options of the testing tool 

realized for the purpose of this research are described. Finally the results and conclusions are presented. 

Keywords - Database management systems (DBMS), Microsoft SQL Server, MySQL, query response speed, performance evaluation, 

benchmark, low-budget software development 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

During implementation of the integral information system 
for Valjevo Business School the question was which database 
management system should be used. Different members of the 
development team had various suggestions, depending on their 
experience and their leaning. Therefore, it was necessary to 
develop objective and neutral method and tool for evaluation 
which should give adequate and argumentative answer to the 
question. In this paper development and application of the 
method and tool as well as the results achieved are described. 

II. TECHNICAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL FOUNDATION 

The information system of the Valjevo Business School is 
supposed to be operative within a school’s local area network 
(LAN) based on client-server model. The network consists of 
four servers (one domain controller, one back-up domain 
controller, one database server and one internet controller). It 
also contains around 120 workstations.  The domain controllers 
and the database controller operate under Windows 8 server 
operating system. At the same time, due to different age of the 
workstations, they are operated under various versions of 

Windows operating system (i.e., Windows 10, Windows 7 and 
Windows XP). This diversity is a result of the way the school 
procured ICT equipment. It is not based on a proper planning 
but on occasional purchases depending on the available funds 
provided by the Ministry or through individual projects. 
Despite different operating systems, all workstations have 
installed Windows .NET 3.5 framework. Therefore, for the 
sake of compatibility with older workstations, the information 
system as well as the testing tool are developed for .NET 
framework 3.5. The system itself has been developed in 
C#.NET programming language using Windows Forms 
libraries and Microsoft Visual Studio as a development 
environment. 

Due to security reasons school management decided to 
make the school system available exclusively within the school 
network. Therefore, usage of the system via internet is not 
supported. The system has a particular module that controls 
log-ins and access rights. The domain controller with role 
defining and access rights control is also used so that the 
system can rely on operation system security primitives. 

When it comes to the functional requirements of the 
system, it should support the following business processes:  

• the administrative actions of the students’ service (registry 
of students, enrollment activities, colloquiums and exams This paper is a revised and expanded version of the paper presented at 

the XIX International Symposium INFOTEH-JAHORINA 2020. 
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registrations, exams records and reports, issuing various 
certificates etc.); 

• activities on organization of lectures (lectures assignment, 
plan of various teaching activities, schedule of lectures, 
records of realized teaching activities, reports of different 
activities on annual or semester level);  

• mentoring activities (monitoring learning efficiency and 
success for each subject, term and department, monitoring 
individual as well as group success of students, monitoring 
achieved results of each examination and colloquium 
terms, reports on number of students who registered an 
exam, number of students who accessed the exam, etc.); 

• HR office activities (maintaining personal records of the 
teaching staff, records of attendance, absence, professional 
trainings etc.)  

According to these requested requirements it can be noticed 
that the system will not be heavy loaded with input, but will be 
weighted with many report generations. Actually, due to the 
lack of stuff, the most of everyday data input activities (like 
student’s applications and requests, examination records, held 
lectures records, student’s attendance records, issuing of 
various documents, etc.) are centralized and they would take 
place at only one spot, at the students’ service office. These 
activities, as well as issuing various reports would happen on-
line in real-time (i.e., at students’ service office’s windows). 
Therefore, the primary evaluation criteria should be response 
speed, or, to be exact, database retrieval speed.  

Of course, there are many other activities performed by 
other roles within the system (like library records, lectures 
assignment, lectures and examinations schedule, maintaining 
all kind of registers, employee attendance records, mentors’ 
activities records, payroll calculations etc.) but these activities 
occur occasionally, from time to time, so they are not critical 
for the system performance in everyday work.  

III. METODOLOGY APPLIED 

In order to be able to objectively determine the performance 
of a database management system, appropriate measurements 
must be made with a suitable benchmark software tool. These 
measurements should provide objective evaluation of the tested 
database management systems. According to Gray [1], high-
quality database testing benchmark system should provide the 
following characteristics: 

• relevance – it has to be adequate for the largest 

number of potential users; 

• portability – it can be applied on many different 

(desirably all) existing database management systems; 

• simplicity – it has to be simple, easy to use and not to 

consume too many resources; 

• scalability – it has to be adequate for many different 

(desirably all) computer systems and architectures, 

large as well as small. 

These characteristics can be seen as contradictory. For 
instance, portability feature is frequently contradictory 
regarding the simplicity feature. Accordingly, it is necessary to 
determine reasonable compromise among these characteristics 
[2]. 

There are many factors that can influence results of the 
measurements. Some of these factors include hardware 
components. Thus, core numbers, working frequency, CPU 
speed, the amount of RAM memory, hard disk drive speed, bus 
speed, memory access speed, quality of the mainboard, etc. can 
have a significant influence on the measured results. System 
software can also have an impact on the results (for instance 
the way operating system manages the memory, threading of 
locking). Other significant factors could be data schema, 
database configuration (dedicated cash memory for query 
processing, number of established connections to the database, 
network protocols dedicated for database access, index 
implementation, etc.), the amount of previously recorded data, 
type of database access application, etc. [3] 

One possible approach to resolve the problem is to apply 
some of the existing benchmarking tools. There are many 
measuring software tools which can test and evaluate different 
database features. Some of the benchmarks are made for 
general purpose. On the other hand, some of the benchmarks 
are specialized for testing certain aspects of the tested database 
management system. Some are dedicated for transaction 
processing tests, the others are for relational databases or for 
object-oriented databases, there are benchmarks for testing 
XML based databases, for decision support systems (i.e., DDS) 
evaluation, for cloud-based databases, for evaluation of non-
SQL databases etc. [2] [4] Due to the variety of benchmarking 
tools, it was necessary to establish a separate independent 
organization to deal with database benchmark standards. This 
organization is the non-profit corporation founded by 
Transaction Processing Performance Council – TPS and it 
issues standards for database benchmarks and verifies accuracy 
of benchmarking tools [4]. 

There are many database benchmarks available on the 
market today. Significant part of them is open-source or free 
software and their usage does not require additional funding. 
For instance, it is possible to use Quest [5], STS Soft [6], 
HammerDB [7] or any other. However, there is a significant 
issue related to usage of these benchmark tools as most of them 
are designed and developed for general purposes. 
Consequently, these tools test, measure and evaluate as many 
features as possible.  

Many of these features are irrelevant for the objectives of 
our project. For instance, the school’s system will have only 
few input spots so that evaluation marks dedicated for dealing 
with many connections to the database is in this case of no 
importance. Furthermore, the school’s system will be available 
only within local area network and will not be available 
through internet, so that internet performance is completely 
irrelevant. 

On the other hand, there are benchmark tools designed to 
be applied for certain specific purposes [8] as well as 
benchmarks which evaluate only small number of database 
management system features [9]. These tools are also not 
appropriate to determine the most suitable DBMS for the 
purpose of our project due to the limited scope of their 
application.  

Having all this in mind, the development team has decided 
to adopt a different strategy. Instead of using the existing 
benchmarking tool(s), the team decided to develop a simple 
program to test and evaluate only features relevant to the 
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development of the school’s system. Furthermore, the program 
was to be developed in the same environment and using the 
same technology as the school’s system itself. The tool should 
be perfectly adjusted to meet and test evaluation criteria 
requested in this case. Of course, this tool would not satisfy 
Gray’s criteria of portability and scalability [1] but these 
features are not relevant for our purpose. Anyway, the tool 
would to a large degree meet criteria of relevance (as designed 
and developed for a particular case it would be most relevant 
for this case) and simplicity (only features relevant for the 
particular case would be tested, therefore the tool should be 
simple and easy to use).   

IV. TESTING DOMAIN DETERMINATION 

Since the school’s database is a relational one hence the 
testing tool should be designed to test relational databases. The 
main adopted evaluation criterium is query response speed. 
Therefore, the testing tool is intended for measuring response 
speed to various SQL queries. This includes data retrieve 
queries (i.e., SELECT queries) as well as action queries (i.e., 
INSERT, UPDATE and DELETE queries). There were 
separately taken into consideration queries without any logical 
condition and queries containing simple or composite logical 
conditions (i.e., containing WHERE clause). Furthermore, 
there were separate measures for queries under single data table 
(i.e., relation) and under several tables (i.e., containing JOIN 
clause). The measurements were conducted under different 
amount of data already written in the database and with various 
amount of data to be written or changed. Queries were 
generated in a way that logical conditions were met by 
approximately 20% of records. 

It was necessary to determine the amount of data in the 
relations. The largest number of records in transactions was 
detected during student enrollment process. This includes new 
students as well as enrollment of registered students for a new 
academic year. The number of these records varies between 
150 to 250 records, depending on the number of students on 
each term. Therefore, testing transactions which refer to a 
larger number of records is not relevant for our research. 

It was necessary to determine maximum quantity of records 
per single table. For that purpose, the objects that have the most 
instances were determined. Performing investigation of the 
previous records, it was established that the most numerous 
objects were colloquium applications. Number of these 
instances on annual level can be determined based on the 
following formula: 

 

() 

 

where: 

i stands for the type of students (i.e., o for bachelor, m 
for master and d for distance learning students); 

PK stands for total number of colloquium 
applications; 

Γi stands for duration of ith type of study in academic 
years;  

αi stands for active students’ ratio on ith type of study; 

BSi stands for number of students on ith type of study; 

BKi stands for average number of colloquiums during 
an academic year on ith type of study. 

The school has accreditation for total of 165 students for 
regular bachelor level studies, 50 students for master level 
studies and 32 students for distance learning studies of a 
bachelor level. This division is exclusive, since distance 
learning studies of a master level cannot be accredited in 
Serbia.  One student of a bachelor level can be enrolled either 
as a regular student or as a distance learning student, but not 
both. On a bachelor level and distance learning studies average 
number of colloquiums on annual level is 14, while on master 
level studies it is 6 colloquiums (since on this level there are 
less subjects per academic year). Duration of bachelor and 
distance learning studies is 3 academic years while duration of 
the master studies is 2 academic years. 

In each generation, a number of students just formally 
enrolls the school and stays inactive during the school 
activities. Either they want to hold pensions or some other 
benefit, or they want to have a student’s status, or simply they 
just overestimate their learning capacity. These students have 
insignificant impact on the amount of data in the database. 
Therefore, the active student ratio is introduced into the 
equation (1). Student is considered active if he/she applies for 
at least one examinational activity. In real life, students usually 
either apply for the most of the activities or they stay utterly 
inactive for the whole academic year. 

Significant number of students are registered but they are 
neither attending classes nor taking the exams. That fact had to 
be taken into consideration and therefore additional active 
students’ ratio was introduced. Active students’ ratio for the 
bachelor studies is 0.38, for the master studies it is 0.57 while 
for the distance learning studies is 0.15. The efficiency 
coefficient (i.e., number of students who successfully 
accomplished an academic year) has not been taken into 
consideration since that number is compensated with number 
of students who attend again either academic year or a 
particular subject. When we include these values into equation 
(1), for various type of studies we get the following equation:  

PK = PKo + PKm + PKd             (2) 

where PK stands for total number of colloquium 
applications. Including determined numbers, we have: 

PKo = 3 * 0.38 * 165 * 14 = 2,633.4 

PKm = 2 * 0.57 * 50 * 6 = 342 

PKd = 3 * 0.15 * 32 * 14 = 201.6 

Finally, including these values into equation (2), we have 
the estimated total number of colloquium applications for one 
year: 

PK = 2,633.4 + 342 + 201.6 = 3,177  (3) 

In this way it was estimated that the most burdened relation 
would have increase of 3,177 records on the annual level. For 
three-year period (which is average period between the school 
system general updates) the amount would be 9,531 records. 
Having in mind decreasing tendency of number of students 
which is present for a longer period (mostly due to declining 
birth rate in Kolubara region and in whole Western Serbia 
where the school is located) and current number of pupils in 
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elementary and secondary schools in the same region, the 
number of records could only be decreased.  

Similar estimations were performed for other objects 
consisting larger number of instances, like examination 
registrations, track of delivered lectures, attendance records etc. 
Estimation results were not larger than presented in any case. 
Of course, most of the relations (like professors’ registry, 
registries of classrooms, subjects, departments, employees, 
graduated students etc.) have significantly smaller number of 
records, usually 10-1,000 records.  

Therefore, it was decided that all measurements would be 
performed up to maximum 10,000 records in the relations. 
Measurements under higher burden of records would be 
irrelevant for our research. 

Since the database for the school’s system according to 
initial design was normalized relational database in the Boyce-
Codd normal form [10], the tested database had to be of the 
same type. It was important to evaluate database management 
system performance dealing with related tables. Therefore, the 
ability of generating testing queries containing JOIN clause had 
to be included in the testing tool.  

In the case of testing small amount of data like a single 
input of a record, delay caused by network protocols can 
significantly overcome DMBS response time which can lead to 
incorrect and misleading results. As a result of all these 
considerations, it was decided that measurements would be 
conducted within the range of minimum 100 records up to 
maximum 10,000 records. This range covers all relevant cases 
for this purpose.  

V. TECHNICAL ENVIRONMENT  

To be as adequate as possible, the measurements were 
performed in real working environment at the school where the 
school’s information system would be running.  

Within the school’s local area network, dedicated database 
server has Intel Pentium CPU G2130 processor, which runs on 
3.2 GHz and has 8GB of RAM memory. It runs under 
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise without Hyper-V SP2 64-bit 
version operating system. Hard disk drive is divided into two 
partitions containing 232 GB each. Database management 
system runs on the primary partition. 

Regarding software used for the development of the testing 
tool, it was developed in the programming language C#.NET, 
the very same as the one that was used for the school’s 
information system development. Consequently, influence of 
the programming language on the measurements results could 
be ignored. Development framework was .NET Framework, 
version 3.5 which was adopted as a standard for every work 
station within the school’s local area network. Reason for this 
was combability among different Windows versions installed 
on working stations of the School’s information system. Of 
course, the same framework version was used for the 
information system development. For the sake of combability, 
the final executable version of the testing tool, as well as of the 
information system, was adjusted for 32-bit processor. 
Integrated development environment used was MS Visual 
Studio Community 2017, version 15.9.14.     

A selection of which database management systems should 
be tested was made according to technical characteristics of the 

school’s equipment as well as to development team member’s 
experience. The school had no valid license for some 
commercial DBMS like ORACLE, DB, IBM DB2, Informix 
etc. On the other hand, the development team members had no 
experience working on some other open source or freeware 
systems like PostgreSQL, Ingres, Informix etc. It was estimated 
that introduction of these DMBSs would require increase of 
resource consumption (either in additional funds or in the 
extension of working hours), therefore these systems were not 
taken into consideration.  

For final testing two most common systems were selected: 
MS SQL Server (version 2016 Standard, 64-bit) and MySQL 
(version 8.0.16 – MySQL Community Server – GPL). 
Preliminary MS Access (version Professional Plus 2016) was 
also taken into consideration, but it achieved extremely poor 
results during preliminary measurements performed on a stand-
alone workstation, so it was abandoned for the final testing in 
the network environment [11].    

MS SQL Server is the most common DBMS for business 
purposes while MySQL is the third most common [12]. 
Generally, the most commonly used is Oracle DB while 
MySQL and MS SQL Server are ranked in the second and the 
third place consequently [13]. It can be concluded that MS 
SQL Server is predominant for the business-oriented 
applications in commercial organizations while MySQL is 
predominant for the development of internet applications 
combined with Apache server and PHP programming 
language. The fact that many content management systems like 
WordPress include MySQL contributes to MySQL popularity 
significantly. On the other hand, as part of Microsoft Office, 
MS Access despite many functional limitations is on the fifth 
place in the most popular database management systems list 
[13].  

VI. TESTING TOOL DEVELOPMENT  

The conceptual design of the testing system is shown in 
Fig. 1. The original design includes MS Access testing option 
which was abandoned later. This design enables relatively easy 
extension for testing other database management systems as 
well by simple addition of the adequate data provider and 
generating simple method to establish database connection 
within Database Interface layer [14]. 

The intention was to make the testing system as user 
friendly as possible, but at the same time to provide all required 
functionalities.  

The topmost layer is the user interface which was 
implemented using MS Windows Forms library and its 
components. The reason to choose this technology instead, for 
instance, the more contemporary Microsoft Presentation 
Foundation MPF [15] [16] or Universal Windows Platform 
UWP [17] [18] lies in the fact that the school system was built 
in WinForms technology. Thus, the influence of chosen 
technology to measurement outcome is eliminated. In addition 
to this, the most common controls (i.e., buttons, text boxes, list 
and combo boxes and check boxes) are used which contributes 
to the ease of users training and makes the user interface simple 
and intuitive.  

A user has ability to pick the type of DBMS he wants to 
test. He can burden desired tables with any number of records 
which occurs automatically and is not consuming measured 
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time. Furthermore, the user can choose number of records to 
insert within the measured time. He can determine which SQL 
command he wants to perform (i.e., SELECT, INSERT, 
UPDATE or DELETE). He can also define logical conditions 
the resulting records need to meet. The conditions can be 
simple or composite (i.e., using operators AND, OR or NOT) 
one as well. 

 

Figure 1.  Testing system conceptual design 

By simple checking the adequate check-box, the user can 
enforce inclusion of the JOIN clause, connecting three tables, 
according to the rules of relational database model [10]. The 
testing database consists of three tables. Between two of them 
there is a M:N relation. Therefore, there is the third table 
engaged as a link table to establish correct connection between 
the two tables. This structure is presented in Fig.2 

When the user activates the adequate check-box, the system 
automatically generates data and inserts them into the second 
table as well as establishes connection between the two tables 
by filling corresponding data into the auxiliary table. The JOIN 
clause is then added into the generated query. In this way we 
can measure response of the database management system 
when more tables are involved [14]. 

We adopted this database structure as the most generic one 
since any other case contained in the specific school’s database 
design can be derived from this structure. Of course, the 
school’s information system would contain much more tables 
and more complex structure, however all of them could be 
reduced to the set of the structures as the one represented in 
Fig.2. This conclusion is not general, but it can be applied in 
this specific case. In case of a different database structure, 

requesting the different testing database, the testing database 
can easily be modified and implemented. It would cause only 
minor modifications in code within the Query generator. 

 

 

Figure 2.  Structure of the tested database 

It can be noted that the primary table contains fields of all 
major data types. It was done in order to make results of the 
measurements independent of data types presented in the table. 
The School’s information system would contain fields of 
different types as well, but according to the initial design, it the 
majority will be of basic types. This was the way to make 
testing database as realistic as possible. 

 

Figure 3.  The main user interface form 

The user has some additional functionalities as well. He/she 
can display the content of the tested table or a result of the 
generated query in a DataGrid view control on the left side of 
the form or clear the contents of the table. There is a list box on 
the main form which displays generated query and 
measurements results (i.e., the time achieved during execution 
of the testing query). These results can be saved on the user’s 
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request (by causing an interrupt clicking the adequate button on 
the form) in a file on the hard disk for further investigation and 
additional analysis. The design of the main user form is 
displayed in the Fig. 3. 

The role of the Query Generator layer is to generate a query 
corresponding to the user’s input on the form, and to transfer 
the query to the Database Interface. Query Generator performs 
a simple parsing and takes care of syntax differences among 
different SQL dialects (like date/time formats, type and usage 
of brackets, dealing with logical conditions format etc.). The 
outcome depends on the DBMS type chosen from the combo 
box at the upper left corner of the main interface form. The 
choice of the DBMS type causes change of a global static 
variable which determines usage of the adequate data provider. 

Database Interface layer establishes a connection to the 
database via corresponding data provider, sends a request for 
the generated query execution, picks up the result, puts it in the 
correct form control and breaks the connections. Finally, at the 
end of the measuring session, on the user’s request, the OS file 
system is invoked to save achieved results to the hard disk 
drive. 

This design, besides its functionality and user-friendliness, 
is very flexible and makes adding other database management 
systems very simple. All that is needed is including a proper 
data provider and a small method, like the one described above.    

VII. THE RESULTS PRESENTATION 

The measurements for the following cases were performed: 
for unconditional (i.e., without WHERE clause within the 
generated query) SELECT, DELETE and INSERT statement, 
for conditional (i.e., using queries containing WHERE clause) 
SELECT, UPDATE and DELETE statement and, finally, 
composite (i.e., among multiple tables using queries containing 
JOIN clause) SELECT statement. The measurements were 
conducted under various number of records in the tables from 
100 records gradually up to 10,000 records in the tables. The 
explanation of these limits in number of records tested is given 
in the Section IV: Testing Domain Determination. For each 
combination total of seven measurements were performed. The 
highest and the lowest results were discarded. The arithmetic 
mean of the remaining results was accepted as the final result 
for each particular case.   

It was necessary to take into consideration feature of .NET 
framework and JIT interpreter to load large blocks of the code 
into the central memory during initial startup of a program. 
This feature could lead to misleading and confusing results. It 
can happen that execution of a short and simple query over 
small number of data consume several orders of magnitude 
more times than complex and composite query performed on 
large scale of records. To avoid influence of such behavior of 
the used tool and platform, before each measurement session, 
several initial measurements were performed and these 
measurements were not recorded as a valid outcome. 

Measured response times in case of the INSERT command 
for MS SQL Server and MySQL are given in Table I. The 
results are given in seconds depending on the number of 
records in the tested table. 

 

TABLE I.  RESPONSE TIME FOR INSERT COMMAND 

 

 

It is important to notice that insert of the records was 
performed separately, i.e., during an insert of each record the 
database connection was established and it was deleted 
afterwards, when the command was successfully executed. 
This is the reason why the measured response time is longer 
than the time measured during execution of much more 
demanding queries, like the ones containing the UPDATE 
command, when the connection to the database was established 
and deleted only once. Of course, establishing a database 
connection is a significantly time-consuming operation.  

 This effect was not corrected as the way of performing the 
INSERT command is the same as in the School’s system. 
Therefore, the results achieved with this approach can be 
accepted as valid for the purpose of this research.  

Chart with the results achieved is given in Fig. 4. 

It can be concluded that the result gets slower as the 
number of records increases, but that retardation is quite slow 
for smaller number of records (i.e., less than 750 records). As 
number of records increase beyond that number, slowing down 
becomes more intensive and the delay becomes more 
significant. It should also be remarked that the difference gets 
more notable in favor of the MS SQL Server as the number of 
records increases.    

 

Figure 4.  Response time for INSERT command 

As explained above, the significantly shorter time than in 
the case of the INSERT command is due to single initiation of 
the database connection. Updating of any number of records is 
performed by execution of only one SQL query. 

TABLE II.  RESPONSE TIME FOR UPDATE COMMAND 
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Graphical representation of the results is given in the Fig.5. 
The results are given in seconds depending on the number of 
records in the tested table. It is noticeable that difference of the 
measured response time of MS SQL Server and MySQL is 
significantly smaller, but still increasing with the number of 
records in favor of MS SQL Server. Explanation for this lies in 
already mentioned number of database connections 
establishment. MS SQL Server is built using the same 
Microsoft technology as the developed testing tool. Therefore, 
it is natural that establishing a link to a database consumes less 
time than in the case of making connection to MySQL which is 
developed using different technology, i.e., MS SQL Server data 
provider is much more efficient than MySQL data provider.  

 

 

Figure 5.  Response time for UPDATE command 

 

Table III displays achieved response times during execution 
of the queries containing the DELETE command for MS SQL 
Server and MySQL depending on number of the records in the 
testing tables.  

TABLE III.  RESPONSE TIME FOR DELETE COMMAND 

 

 

The difference between measured response times for MS 
SQL Server and MySQL is still in favor of MS SQL Server, 
but the difference is approximately constant and is not 
significantly dependent on the number of records in the tested 
tables. The graphical representation of the results for DELETE 
command is presented in the Fig.6. 

The result for performing SELECT command under a 
single table (i.e., without JOIN clause) in seconds depending 
on number of records is given in the Table IV. 

 

Figure 6.  Response time for DELETE command 

TABLE IV.  RESPONSE TIME FOR SELECT COMMAND 

 

The graphical representation of the results for SELECT 
command execution is given in the Fig.7. 

 

Figure 7.  Response time for SELECT command 

The results show that MS SQL Server is slightly faster than 
MySQL in performing the SELECT command over a single 
data table and that MySQL’s delay increases with the increase 
of the records in the table, but neither that delay nor its increase 
are significant. 

The most important case concerning the School’s 
information system is execution of a query containing the JOIN 
clause, the queries that investigate more connected tables. Most 
of the queries requested from the School’s system will be of 
that type, almost every report or document issued by the 
system. The outcome from response time measurement for the 
execution of SELECT queries containing logical conditions 
and JOIN clause (i.e., queries that involve more connected 
tables) is given in the Table V.  
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TABLE V.  RESPONSE TIME FOR SELECT WITH JOIN COMMAND 

 

As anticipated, the determined response speed is much 
slower than for the queries that execute SELECT command 
over a single table. It is shown that the final time given in 
seconds is significantly dependent on the number of records. 
The response time gets longer as the number of records gets 
larger. On the other hand, it is interesting that the resulting 
times for MS SQL Server and MySQL server are not 
significantly different. Nevertheless, MS SQL server is still 
slightly faster than MySQL.  

The chart based on the numbers represented in the Table V 
is displayed in the Fig.8. 

 

 

Figure 8.  Response time for SELECT command 

Similar research was preliminary conducted but on a single 
workstation instead in a network environment [11]. Databases, 
database management systems, integrated development 
environment and testing tool were running on the same 
workstation. In this way, the influence of the network protocols 
was avoided.  

It is of interest to compare performance of the tested 
database management systems in the local area network 
environment and on the single workstation in order to 
determine delay caused by the execution of network protocols. 
Measured results representing response time for each described 
case of SQL commands in the network environment and on the 
single workstation in seconds are given in the Table VI. As a 
resulting time, the arithmetic mean of all achieved times (for 
number of records from 100 to 10,000) was accepted.  

The chart comparing delays caused by the execution of 
network protocols for MS SQL Server and MySQL is 
displayed in the Fig.9. 

 

TABLE VI.  COMPARATION OF RESPONSE TIME MEASURED IN A LAN 

ENVIRONMENT AND ON A SINGLE WORKSTATION 

 

It can be noticed that MS SQL Server is less sensitive on 
network influence while performing SELECT, UPDATE and 
SELECT containing the JOIN clause. At the same time, 
surprisingly, MySQL performs faster execution of the INSERT 
command. During execution of DELETE command, both 
systems have approximately equal delay in the network 
environment. Finally, it can be concluded that the network 
delay is not decisive advantage for any of the tested systems. 

 

Figure 9.  Delays caused by the execution of network protocols (in seconds)  

VIII. CONCLUSION 

Although the distinction between the evaluated 
performances of the two tested database management systems 
is relatively small (except for execution of INSERT command 
performed on the tables containing large number of records) it 
has to be emphasized that MS SQL Server has slight advantage 
in practically every evaluated case. This was the reason why 
Microsoft SQL Server was chosen for the development of the 
School’s information system.  

In the use of the system so far, no delays due to DBMS 
systems were detected. All requested tasks were performed on 
time. Therefore, it can be concluded that the choice was right 
as well as it was properly justified.  

It must be stressed out that the purpose of this research was 
not to provide general estimation for the tested systems nor to 
determine which system was better. The purpose was to 
determine which database management system is more suitable 
for a certain information system in a pre-defined environment, 
and which one would better meet given requirements.  

Testing performed in the different environment and under 
different conditions and criteria could provide a different 
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conclusion. Some important aspects and features were 
excluded from these evaluation criteria, like response time in 
the internet environment or performance when there is a large 
number of online users connected to the database. Although 
these features are significant in general, for the purpose of this 
research they were irrelevant so their absence is justified. 

It is possible to object that the results of the research are 
predictable, since, as the result, the Microsoft’s SQL Server 
proved faster and better used under Microsoft technology. Still, 
there were members of the development team who had 
different impression as a result of their experience in using 
Oracle’s MySQL Server. Therefore, this research was 
necessary to argumentatively justify the decision of selecting 
SQL Server for the school’s system. 

During this research it was shown that it is, in the decision- 
making process, possible to rely on small but efficient self-
made testing tools adapted for real-life situation and adjusted 
for concrete requirements instead of depending on often 
inadequate and possible misleading benchmarking tools 
designed for general purpose.    

The main contribution of this research, however, is to show 
and promote that it is possible to resolve a problem not only by 
using complex general-purpose tools, but by developing a 
smaller and simpler goal-oriented tools designed for a single 
specific purpose. Such development is much cheaper, faster 
and requires less resources. This strategy is important in the 
cases of software development under low-budget conditions 
[19].  

In many developing countries there is a lack of important 
resources. There is a problem to provide sufficient financial, 
personal, technical or software resources. Still, there is a need 
for software development in these societies. One of the ways to 
overcome this problem is a strategy change [20]. Instead of 
developing complex, large, resource-consuming, general-
purpose systems and tools, it is possible to develop smaller, 
cheaper, not general and not the best but still acceptable 
solution. This is a possible way to improve the development of 
information systems in less wealthy societies and 
organizations.   
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